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The quote of the year comes from Evan Williams, Twitter co-founder: “I thought once everybody could speak freely and exchange information..."
and ideas, the world is automatically going to be a better place. I was wrong about that.”

2. To which there is only one possible response 3.

The Square and the Tower

However, in The Square and the Tower, Niall Ferguson argues that networks have always been with us, from the structure of the brain to the food chain, from the family tree to freemasonry. Throughout history, hierarchies housed in high towers have claimed to rule, but often real power has resided in the networks in the town square below.

The Square and the Tower, by Niall Ferguson

Review: Even on the Internet, What’s Old Is New Again. ... The important lesson of “The Square and the Tower” is that the existence of a network, or network effects for that matter, ...
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Niall Ferguson's 'The Square & the Tower ... - National Review

“The Square and the Tower,” however, also suffers because its main unit of analysis, the social network, is too imprecise a concept to provide a solid foundation from which to launch the book ...

The Square and the Tower by Niall Ferguson: 9780735222939 ...
The twenty-first century has been hailed as the Networked Age.
But in The Square and the Tower Niall Ferguson argues that social networks are nothing new. From the printers and preachers who made the Reformation to the freemasons who led the American Revolution, it was the networkers who disrupted the old order of popes and kings.

*The Square and the Tower: Networks and Power, from the ...*

The Square and the Tower in addition to being provocative history, may prove to be a bellwether work of the Internet Age.” —Christian Science Monitor "Niall Ferguson has again written a brilliant book. . . . His short chapters are lucid snapshots of a world history of Towers and Squares, filled with gracefully deployed learning. . . .

*Book review of The Square and the Tower ... - Washington Post*

In the era of Facebook and Google, the social and political power of networks is often seen as a new phenomenon. Niall Ferguson,
however, contends in his new book The Square and the Tower that ...

_The Square and the Tower (Audiobook) by Niall Ferguson ..._
Review of “The Square and The Tower” by Niall Ferguson “The world remains a world of squares and towers,” concludes Niall Ferguson, after skipping across 500 years in about as many pages. The square — the town square, the market square — represents social networks, “the structures that human beings naturally form”.

_The Square and the Tower - Wikipedia_
• The Square and the Tower by Niall Ferguson is published by Allen Lane (£25). To order a copy for for £21.25, go to guardianbookshop.com or call 0330 333 8646. Free UK p&p over £10, online ...
The Square and the Tower: Networks and Power, from the ...

The Square and the Tower: Networks, Hierarchies and the Struggle for Global Power is a book by Niall Ferguson, published in 2018 by Penguin Books, where he explains how those at the top of the towers of power have been overstated and the influence of "the social networks down below, in the town squares" has been underestimated. His aim is to highlight and correct this historical oversight.

The Square and the Tower by Niall Ferguson review – a new ...

the square and the tower of the book’s title. Their interplay has
been at the heart of major world events and the lessons that arise apply to what we now mistakenly assume to be a uniquely networked era. Although the book addresses the great themes of history,

*The Square and the Tower: Networks, Hierarchies and the* ...


*The Square and the Tower: Networks, Hierarchies and the* ... (Dado Ruvic/Reuters) The Square and the Tower: Networks and Power, from the Freemasons to Facebook, by Niall Ferguson (Penguin, 585 pp., $30) In his new book, historian Niall Ferguson applies the ...
Review of “The Square and The Tower” by Niall Ferguson
Niall Ferguson, the prolific historian and broadcaster, is no conspiracy theorist. But in his ambitious new book, The Square and the Tower, he claims that historians have paid too little ...

Niall Ferguson’s “The Square and the Tower”
Niall Ferguson, author of 16 books and Milbank Family Senior Fellow at the Hoover Institution (Stanford University), about the influence of social networks and new technologies throughout history ...

'The Square and the Tower' a wobbly view of history
However, Niall Ferguson, author of The Square and the Tower, argues that networks are not a new phenomenon and have been impacting human culture from the beginning of history.

The Square and the Tower - Workplace Insight
“The Square and the Tower,” British historian Niall Ferguson’s latest doorstopper, takes its title from Siena, in which a tower representing secular power overshadows the adjoining marketplace.

The instant New York Times bestseller. A brilliant recasting of the turning points in world history, including the one we’re living through, as a collision between old power hierarchies and new social networks.